“Sophisticated Beauty”
Pure.
Solid wood is a natural, living material, which has both strength and elasticity. Our furniture is 100% inspired by and made of solid wood material.
Sophisticated

Our products bring out the finest features of MS&WOO’s engineering and manufacturing, and take our environmental awareness to the next level.
Crafted and made by MS&WOOD

MS&WOOD is the place where innovative minds meet traditional craftsmanship and cutting edge 5 axis CNC machining technology.
Pure. Intuitive. Sophisticated.
ELLE Collection

PRIMUM Collection
Elle is a sophisticated beauty
Elle’s sustainability lies in her balance of the aesthetic and the utilitarian.

She features curved volumes yet her silhouettes remain simple. Elle takes the spotlight when being admired and reveals the interplay between her slopes and edges when seen from different viewpoints. However, Elle can remain in the background or even become a main stage on which life plays out.
Elle carries her role well in very different interiors or in one space as it changes over the years.
Elle pieces contain lasting values

Her pieces contain lasting formal and functional values that transcend time so as to be passed on and used by several generations.
Primum concept is based on researching structural engineering forms that create high structural load bearing capacity.

The key focus in the development of the Primum Collection chair were ergonomics and comfort.
The table top and legs have elegant proportions that evenly spread out to the floor base points allowing maximum leg room and chair movement.

As a result of our research we were able to reduce the table’s solid wood construction to its core whilst maintaining durability.
Designers

Nataša Perković

Nataša Perković is a product designer from Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina. She aims to fuse aesthetic value with innovation and commerce. This is Nataša’s way of inspiring people to enjoy her design sensibilities for many years to come.

Nataša lectures at the Department of Product Design at the Academy of Fine Arts in Sarajevo. Currently on a semester’s study leave, she operates from the Design Lab at the Kyoto Institute of Technology in Japan.

natasaperkovic.com

Ado Avdagić

Ado Avdagić designs furniture and interiors. He contemplates the relationship between a person, nature and form in space generating functional, ergonomic and aesthetically satisfying solutions.

Ado’s products are highly regarded and he has won awards for his designs internationally. Ado has exhibited at all the major international fairs including the XXI Trienniale di Milano International Exhibition and Venice Design. His products have been featured in leading design magazines.

www.avado.ba
Wood types and materials
Wood Types

Product images are for illustrative purposes only and may differ from the actual product.

- **Wild walnut**
  - natural oil

- **Oak**
  - smoked pigment oil
  - natural oil

- **Ash**
  - white pigment oil
  - smoked pigment oil

Leather Range

Product images are for illustrative purposes only and may differ from the actual product.

- **Nero 622**
- **Cerise 699**
- **Begonia 817**
- **Mattone 613**
- **Antic 616**
- **Nocciola 607**
- **Siena 638**
- **Earth 667**
- **Panna 603**
- **Latte 635**
**Wool Range**

Product images are for illustrative purposes only and may differ from the actual product.

- Divina MD 0343
- Divina MD 0453
- Divina MD 0613
- Divina MD 0203
- Divina MD 0713
- Divina 3 0843
- Divina MD 0753
- Divina 3 0106
- Divina MD 0813
- Divina 3 0224
- Divina MD 0813
- Divina 3 0346

**Textile Range**

Product images are for illustrative purposes only and may differ from the actual product.

- Hero 0601
- Hero 0311
- Hero 0551
- Hero 0511
- Hero 0541
- Hero 0191

**Textile - Clara 2**

- Textile Range
- 5005 Ebene
- 5138 – 5014/29 Cendre/ Sable
- 5144 – 5014/5015 Cendre / Cabe